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Medicine Man Orchestra (MMO) is a time adventure, 
swinging between ages, dimensions, cognitive or 
cartographic geographies. It is a show that takes you to 
the limits of multiple realities. Advanced audio-visual 
technologies provide the gift to carry you away as in West 
Africa, beside venerable griots, as in the fancy european 
clubs of avant-garde electronic music. The background: 
an Africa in motion where ancestral rhythms resonate with 
urban sounds in order to weave new narrative scores.

The three protagonists of the show are thus pioneers of 
a hybrid sound object imbued with nebulous mysticism, 
giving pride of place to effect processors, while remaining 
faithful to the hypnotic aura proper to the enchantment of 
the Ancient Mandingo Empire’s narratives.

THE GRIOT,  SHAKER OF MINDS

The griot is above all a storyteller, a historian, whose 
knowledge is orally and musically transmitted, from 

generation to generation. Seidou Barassounon is therefore 
the ambassador of the tradition inherited from his father, 
himself griot of the royal Baatonu court, storyteller of 
the Wassangari dynastic history and of their princes’ 
panegyrics. For Seidou, the karanku, the traditional chest 
drum, is used as favourite instrument and musical medium. 
Carried by the legacy of his ancestors, Seidou is, in turn, 
convinced that each instrument has its own aura and each 
word its tonality.

For a griot, the melody is primarily a matter of sense and 
the word a purification force. « The griot is a profession 
carved in rules, values and principles. A griot is certainly 
an artist, but he is in essence a born social mediator.” 
(Barasuno) On the modulations of a semantically rich bariba 
language, Seidou invites you to immerse yourself in both a 
jubilant dance and a soothing introspection. Thus, musical 
expression in MMO owns an ethical thickness inherent in 
the educational ambition of Barasuno, a.k.a the oratory 
spectrum that takes you on the path of wisdom.

From the arts of the griots to Medicine Man Orchestra



« I am a griot, master in the art of speaking. Since time immemo-
rial, we are the talking bags, we are the bags that hold hundred 
of year old secrets. Without us the names of kings would fall into 

oblivion, we are the memory of men. »
D. T. Niane, Soundjata or the Mandingo Epic, 1960

Seidou BARASSOUNON 



TO THE CONQUEST OF ANOTHER SPACE-TIME

The game of narration, the performative power of the 
verb, griots like slammers or spoken word’s adepts have 
rightly grasped all the strength. Edifying bridges can 
be established between griots and activists of another 
world. At the heart of a magical realism, metaphysics and 
griot’s cosmogonies invariably seem to hold the secret 
of the equations posed by existence while resolutely 
contemporary artistic approaches, like those associated 
with the pan-African movement of Afrofuturism, refuse the 
Western linearity of time between past, present and future. 
As the thinker Édouard Glissant suggested, the challenge 
is to “reo-pen access to deposits of future”.

Advocating a connected, subversive and inventive identity, 
propelling the roots of Africa into the future through art 
with the tools of technology: those are the ambitions of 
Medicine Man Orchestra which in-vites you, thanks to a 
2.0 afro-electro music, to an ecstatic visual journey of the 
noblest. Onirism, beauty, effervescence, all the ingredients 
are there to let oneself plunge into the most universal 
intimacy. 
Through this exploration along the meanders of voice and 
sound, MMO is not so far from the cult sci-fi film Space is 
the place where Sun Ra made an interstellar journey into a 
fantastic world, a land of ref-uge, far away from the America 
of segregation.

THE « MUSIC CLINIC » EXPERIENCE

Through a simultaneously attentive and floating listening, the 
sound journey proposed by MMO invites to introspection 
and meditative appeasement using the codes of music 
therapy. The latter uses music to heal suffering by addressing 
resonantly, with vibratory charge, to our unconscious. At 
the heart of MMO’s ambition is therefore the will to bring 
relief to the audience through the adoption of a different 
way of exploring what the ears have to mean to the mind 
or body.

Increasing its ingenuity, MMO proposes to create 
the conditions of bliss of a multi-sensory experience 
orchestrating by sound, voice, colors and volumes, an 
accompaniment out of any comfort zone. By aim-ing to 
restore well-being, 

MMO is not a concert but a sensitive and surreal artistic 
adventure. Combining sweetness and surprise, resonating 
with defined psycho-acoustic systems, this show appeals 
to an un-limited spectrum of perceptions. The griot, true 
master of ceremony, is then called as a healer, the spon-
sor of a «psycho-magical ritual» crossing the emotional 
layers of abyssal dread, serenity before reaching the light 
of knowledge.



« Afrofuturism is situated between performativity and faith: it is 
at the same time a practice and a magic formula, a hashtag and a 
mantra. It is the intuition of life as an enchanted journey and its 

goal is pre-cisely to reactivate the spell. » 
Mawena Yehouessi, founder of the platform Black to the future

Alissa SYLLA   



THE « TRAVELLING THERAPEUTIC TROUPE » 

Seidou BARASSOUNON
Native griot from Parakou, in northern Benin, he initiated the 
MMO project with the producer Mathieu Insa. Founder of 
the Griotics Arts Festival, he also coordinates the national 
network of Benin’ griots and represents, in West Africa, 
the American NGO WIKITONGES. He has been involved by 
UNICEF in the implementation of the Zero Tolerance for 
Child Marriage project. 

Alissa SYLLA
composer from Senegal, poet, graduate in musicology 
(La Sorbonne), she excels in experimental electronic 
sound design. She had been inspired for this project by 
impressonist pianists of Western classical music like Claude 
Debussy and his Arabesque number 1.

Mélissa HIE
Burkina Faso’s percussionnist, she’s the priestess of rhythm 
wether with djembe or balafon. She has collaborated with 
renowned artists such as Damon Albarn including in Le vol 
du boli.

TECHNICAL INNOVATION AT THE SERVICE OF SOUL

MMO distinguishes itself through the unprecedented 
MMO distinguishes itself through the unprecedented 
combination of acoustic and visual techniques at the 
cutting edge of innovation. Mapping, projections on 
scenographic objects, mingle with a binaural 3D audio 
sound. This sound device allows access to a very high 
acuity of perception by relying on charac-teristics of 
human hearing to locate the origin of sounds. It is therefore 
the technique of sound spatiali-sation that comes closest 
to natural listening.

By using immersive audio, MMO returns all their prestige 
and complexity to so-called «traditional» music in the 
line of a sound and cosmic anthroposophy; close to the 
cymatics (eighteenth century), MMO sculpts the material 
thanks to the vibration of joined bodies and highlights 
minimalist sounds, songs with spectral aura, enveloping 
them with a halo of unknown. Electronic reverberations and 
traditional musical elements allow, in a skillfully negotiated 
interlacing, to draw original strings and soundscapes 
with contours that are not easily circumscribed. For our 
greatest relief, the imaginary of atmospheres is not yet 
reducible to new technologies!



« In my heart, there were blood
signs and talismans 

in my hands, there were time
and diamonds for insane. »
Mathieu Insa (In-tension)

Mélissa HIE



Mathieu Insa : Artistic and musical direction 

Alain Weber : Staging

Sandrine Le Coz : Script/dramaturgy

Nicolas Ticot : Scenography/Videos/Mapping

Christophe Olivier : Lights

Cédric David : Development’s live consulting 

Mila Acourt: Musicotherapy consulting

Tiziana Manfredi : Visual aid (The Rhythms)

Seidou Barassounon : Song/Incantations/Percussions

Alissa Sylla : Musical composition/Machines/

Clarinet/Poems

Mélissa Hié : Percussions

Jupiter Okwess : Voice-over

Sahadarth Toure : Choreography

RFILabo : Sound mixing
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SONGLINES
« Sonic experiments that are just the tonic you need »

 
TV5 MONDE

« Medicine Man Orchestra is a powerful antidote against the current international gloom »
« A fusion that works perfectly, Medicine Man Orchestra’s music goes straight to the heart »

 
AFRICA VIVRE

« ideal to relax on a Friday night after a very complicated week. »
 

AMINA MAGAZINE 
« a visionary repertoire […], a journey between past and future »
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